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Abs t rac t  

The BSP (bulk synchronous parallel) model has been gaining adherents as a stan- 
dard model for programming parallel computers. When programmed in direct-mode, 
the BSP is supposed to predict runtimes for specific machines based just on three pa- 
rameters. Although in many situations it does a very good job, sometimes it predicts 
unnecessarily high levels of slackness. We present two refinements of the BSP model 
aimed at enhancing its predictive potential: one to account for submachine locality 
and the other to more accurately reflect router load. We illustrate how the refined 
models allow one to obtain better estimates of algorithm performance with manageable 
accounting of costs. In particular, we look at parallel preflx, FFT, and matrix multi- 
plication. The refined models more ei~ectively capture the amount of slackness these 
problems need to execute efficiently. 

1 Introduction 
The BSP (bulk synchronous parallel) model [10] has been gaining adherents as a standard 
model for programming parallel computers. It is supposed to predict runtimes for specific 
machines just  knowing three parameters: machine size, bandwidth, and latency. In many 
situations it does a very good job. We submit, however, that  it sometimes predicts unnec- 
essarily high levels of slackness. We observe: 

1. Although the BSP model does capture strict (processor) locality, it does not a t tempt  
to capture submachine locality. Many machines have some submachine locality, which 
can be exploited to improve runtimes. We will see this effect explicitly for a processor- 
network model with low bandwidth and low latency. 

2. In some algorithms, processors communicate different amounts of data. When calcu- 
lating runtime, the BSP model charges as if all processors communicate exactly the 
same amount  of data  as the busiest processor. For some algorithms, this exaggerates 
the total amount  of data  sent and grossly over-predicts runtlme. We will see this ef- 
fect explicitly for the problem of summing on a for processor-network model with low 
bandwidth and low latency. 

Based on these observations, we present two refinements of the BSP model aimed at en- 
hancing its predictive potential. Both of these enhancements can be viewed as the result 
of transferring to the setting of the BSP a generalization of the principles behind our Y- 
PRAM model [4]. The first introduces submachine locality; we call this model the D-BSP, 
or Decompom~ble BSP. In contrast with the Y-P/tAM, the D-BSP allows arbitrary (irreg- 
ular) decompositions and can account for costs. The second not only captures submachine 
locality, but also more accurately accounts for the amount of data  being sent through the 
router; we call this model the Y-BSP. 

We present D-BSP algorithms for a few of basic problems: parallel prefix, FFT,  and 
matr ix multiplication to illustrate its predictive potential. Comparing their performances to 
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algorithms for the standard BSP model points to the D-BSP as potentially capable of more 
accurate estimates for runtime and slackness requirements. We also show how the parallel 
prefix computation time estimate can be dramatically improved using the u model. 
The intent of this paper is not to obtain the best possible algorithm for a problem, but 
rather to point to the potential advantages of using a decomposable model. 

I~LATED WORK. One of Valiant's goals in inventing the BSP model was to provide a 
parallel distributed memory computer model, with parameters such as latency and band- 
width, for developing parallel algorithms that reflect their running times on actual parallel 
machines. Valiant also considered the same issues for shared memory machines, and designed 
the X-PtLAM [11], which is a formalization of the BSP in the shared memory setting. At 
around the same time, Aggarwal, Chandra, and Snir investigated latency in shared memory 
machines with their LPRAM and BPRAM models [1, 2] . 

We designed the Y-PRAM model [4] to allow more refined analyses than that of Valiant's 
X-PRAM model. While the ideas behind the Y-PRAM were described specifically to account 
for communication costs in the shared memory setting, as pointed out in [4], they naturally 
extend to other settings. In this paper we transfer them to the bulk synchronous parallel 
setting. An alternative model of submachine locality, the H-PRAM, has been independently 
proposed by Heywood and Ranka[7]. For a comparative study of the Y-PRAM [4], H- 
PRAM [7], BSP [10], and LogP [3] models see Ranka et al. [6]. 

ORGANIZATION. Section 2 reviews the BSP model and introduces the D-BSP, and a 
restricted variant of it that we call the ~eursi~e D-BSP. Section 3 discusses the D-BSP 
time cost of algorithms as a predictor of time costs in specific processor-network models. 
Section 4 gives examples of algorithms for the BSP and D-BSP models, and compares their 
estimates of time-costs: parallel prefix, FFT, and matrix multiplication. Section 5 introduces 
the Y-BSP model, and uses it for a better estimate of parallel prefix time requirements. 

2 B S P  m o d e l s  

2.1 T h e  B S P  m o d e l  

Roughly speaking, the BSP model [10] can be viewed as the combination of parts: 

1. a set of sequential processors with local memory, 
2. a router that delivers messages point-to-point between pairs of processors, 
3. facilities for global synchronization, 

The cost of a BSP computation depends on three parameters: machine size, latency, and 
bandwidth. Loosely, the latency of a machine is how much time it takes to start the router 
and to synchronize the processors. The bandwidth, which is how much data it can be routed 
per time unit, was abstracted by Valiant into the model's ability to route h-relations. 

COST ASSUMPTION. The BSP assumes that the combined time of delivering any h-relation 
by the router followed by a global processor synchronization is gh + L Thus g captures the 
bandwidth inefficiency and l the latency of the machine. The two parameters g and l are 
normalized by dividing by the time for a local simple operation; otherwise there would be a 
fourth explicit parameter. 

BSP COMPUTATION AND COST. A BSP COMPUTATION consists of a sequence of supersteps. 
At each superstep, each processor computes only with values held locally within the processor 
at the start of the superstep, and sends and receives messages. At the end of the superstep, 
the processors synchronize. The time charge for the superstep is w -i- gh -l- l, where w is the 
maximum number of local basic computation steps by any processor during the superstep, 
and h is the maximum number of messages sent or received by any one processor during 
the superstep. The time charge for a BSP computation is the sum of the charges for its 
supersteps. 
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2 . 2  T h e  D - B S P  m o d e l  

We extend the BSP model to be able to take advantage of submachine locality within a 
parallel machine. A decomposable BSP (D-BSP) model m has four parts: 

1. a set P of sequential processors with local memory, 

2. a roster that delivers messages point-to-point between pairs of processors, 
3. a collection S of subsets of processors, including P itself, where each of the subsets 

can act as a submachine, i.e. its processors can exchange messages and synchronize 
among themselves as an autonomous D-BSP. 

4. facilities for synchronization within each submachine in 8. 

The cost of a D-BSP computation depends on two function-parameters: a bandwidth- 
inefllciency function G~(z) and latency function Ly(z), where variable y sweeps over the 
space of D-BSP machines and, for each fixed y, z sweeps over the collection a submachines 
of the machine represented by y. 

COST ASSUMPTION. A D-BSP machine rn assumes that the router realizes h-relations within 
each of m's submachines s, and that the combined time of delivering any h-relation followed 
by a processor synchronization within s is hG,n(s) + s Thus Gin(s) captures the 
bandwidth inefficiency and s captures the latency of submachine s of m. 

D-BSP COMPUTATION AND COST. A computation of the D-BSP model rn is a sequence 
of structural-metasteps and terminal-metasteps of submachines of m. These metasteps and 
their time charges are inductively defined as follows. A metsstep of submachine s of m is: 

~, a 1-metas~ep (or ~erminabme~as~ep) ~': at which each processor in s computes only 
with values held locally within the processor at the start  of the metastep, and sends 
and receives messages within submachine s. At the end of the metastep, all processors 
s synchronize. The time charge is t(~) = w + h Gin(s)+ s where w is the maximum 
number of local computation basic steps executed by any one processor in s, and h is 
the maximum number of messages sent or received by any processor in s during the 
metastep. 

~. a r-metastep, r > 1, (or struetural-me~astep) 7: at which, for a given collection 
{ p l , . . . , / ~ }  where each p~ is a metastep of an independent submachine s~ of s, the 
processors in each s~ behave according to metastep p~. A t  the end of the metastep all 
processors in s synchronize. The t ime of for 7 is t(~/) = rnazl_<~__.,{t(p~) + s 

~, a sequenee-met~tep or: which consists of a sequence of metasteps p l , / ~ 2 , . . . , p t  of s. 
Its t ime charge is t(~) = ~1<~<~ t(p~). 

T h e  r e c u r s l v e  D - B S P  An important sub-class of D-BSP machines consists of 'very reg- 
ular'  machines where, loosely speaking, the machine m can be partitioned into say r equal 
sized submachines, each of which is a smaller version of the whole machine, and which can 
themselves be recursively decomposed into r equal sized submachines. Their  bandwidth- 
inefficiency and latency functions depend not on the machine/submachine itself, but rather 
they depend only on the machine size, denoted by [m[. More formally, a D-BSP rn is said 
to be recursively decomposable into r parts model, or a recursive D-BSP mode~ if 

1. The collection S of rn's submachines is of the form ~q -- SoU...U,qzos. Iml where each ,9~ 
is a partition of m into (approximately) r submachines of size (approximately) [ml/r i, 
and each submachine of Si, i < log r[m[, partitions into submachines of S~+z. 

2. There exist functions g(z) and i(~) such that  ~,~(s) = g([s[) and s = l([s[) for 
every machine m and every submachine s of m. 
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3 Processor-Network Models 

In order to make our algorithmic results concrete, we show how they apply to a variety 
of standard, processor-network models. We assume that it takes constant time to send a 
message through a wire. We take ff to be the bandwidth-inefficiency for a large number of 
messages, and I tobe the network d.iameter or, equivalently, the time it takes to synchronize 
with no other traffic on the network. 

~es 

g0=l) = r = =1/2 =1/= = z 
t(l=l) = c~(=) = =1/, =1/, lg= lg= 

In order to match the assumptions on the BSP model, we would like routing to take 
time O(gh -I- l). This holds for the ]inasz array, mesh, 3-D mesh, and tree machines, and for 
non-adaptlve routing on the hypercube. Since all algorithms in this paper are non-adaptlve, 
the BSP provides upper hounds for their runtime on those networks. On the other hand, 
as described in [5], each of those networks has a natural hierarchical partitioning into sub- 
machines which matches the assumptions of the D-BSP. In fact, the partitioning is regular, 
with parameter functions G~(z) -- ff(Izl) and Ll~(z) = ff([zl) (see following table) that satisfy 
the recursive D-BSP assumptions. Thus, the D-BSP also provides time upper bounds for 
non-adaptive hypercube model algorithms, and for algorithms on the above network models. 
The question, however, is this: How good are the BSP and D-BSP runtime costs of these 
algorithms as estimates of time-cost on each specific processor-network model? 

4 D-BSP Algorithms 

The detailed description of the algorithms and analyses below are in the full version of the 
paper [5]. 

Para l l e l  Pref ix .  This section considers the problem of computing the parallel prefix of 
r~ > ? numbers using the standard tree algorithm. The analysis are summarized below: 

r, BSP cost: g(p) = Gp(p), l = Lip(p), e(-Ip + (Igp)(1 + g + l)) 

~. D-BSP cost: e ( , / p §  lgp% ~-~(Gp(2 j )  + Lp(2J))). 
j--1 

r. BSP/D-BSP as cost predictors of costs on specific processor-network models: 

machines parameters  predicted cost when n > p t ime 
9(p) = r l(p) -- s  BSP D-BSP network 

llneatr an 'ay p p n / p  + p l o g p  n/~ + ~  r n/~ + ~ 
tree p logp n / p  -F p logp , n / p  + p n/p "F logp 

mesh p11z pt/~ n/p.j.pl/~logp n/p.~.pt/= n i p  q. pI/2 
h ~ e ~ b e  1 losn ,=/I, + Oogn) ~ . / n  + Oo~n) ~ . / n  + logn 

Note that for the tree machine, which has high bandwidth inefficiency but low latency, the 
predictions are much too conservative. We improve this estimate later with the Y-BSP. 

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). This section considers the problem of computing an 
n-point FFT. It presents implementations of FFT algorithms [9, 1, 10] on the BSP and on 
the D-BSP. The results of the analysis are summarized below: 

BSP cost: g = Gp(p), / = s e ( . l g .  
g n l g n  

+ 
]gn 

p *' plg(,-,/p) l lg ( . /p ) / .  % 

For n large this matches the result in [10]. 

nlgn . n n i 

~. D-BSP cost: | - 7  t P ~ ~,((~)')+ ~ s 
i----1 F i = l  r / 
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BSP/D-BSP as cost predictors of costs on specific processor-network models: 

machlnes  pa ramete r s  p red ic t ed  cost ,  n > 2p t ime 
~(p) = O~,(p) t(p) = s BSP ~D-BSP network model 

linear array p p ~ p  + - - ~  ~ +. ,  ~ p  + n 
.... "3-~ + .v% = "~_/L~ +- 

hype rcube  1 ~ p  ~ ~ 

Usually, n will be polynomially larger than p, so (lg n)/lg(n/p) will be a constant. Then 
the two models will give the same prediction, which matches the specific processor-network 
time. But when n is not much larger than p, the D-BSP provides a slightly better prediction 
of the slackness. 

Matrix Multiplication. This section considers the problem of multiplying two dense n x n 
matrices. 

NAIVE ALGORITHM. Here we describe an implementation of the naive algorithm both on 
the BSP and on the D-BSP. For the latter we need to explicitly determine how the elements 
are being sent between processors. The analysis for n > p~ are summarized below: 

BSP cost: ~ = ~,(p), I = s 0 (nS/p + gn~/p ~/~ + l ) .  

c, BSP/D-BSP as cost predictors of costs on specific processor-network models: 

paramete r s  predic ted  cost when  n 2 > p t ime 
gr(p) ~P(p) BsP D-BSP *etwo.kmoda 

linear p p ,~a/lo + n2p*/~ + ~ . s / p + . 2  + p  n s / p + . z  
array ~ ~3/p + n2pl/2 ~ ,~3/p + .2 
mesh p,t/2 pll~ na/p+n2 § r~s/p+n2(lgp)/pll2 +pll2 r~s/p+n~/pll2 

~. , /p+.2  ~.,/e+.2(~p)M/2 
3.d p~/a p~/.~ n3/p + n2/pl/6 + ~1/8 n3/p + n2/p*/2 + pt/3 n~/Z~ 

mesh ~ .a lp  + .21p ~I' ~ . ' I p  
hyper. I %~, ,~alr,+.21p~12 + ~  .21~+.21ps12 +(Igp)2 .~Ip 

cube  ~ n ~ I p  ~ n 3 / p  

Since ~2 > p some of the formulas can be simplified as shown. For models with high 
bandwidth inei~clency the D-BSP gives a better prediction of slackness. 

MOR~. SOPI~ISTICAT~D ALGORITHM. Applying the basic ideas of the naive algorithm we 
develop a more sophisticated algorithm. Versions of this algorithm were implemented by 
Aggarwal, Chandra, and Snir [2] for the LPRAM, and by McColl and Valiant [8] for the BSP 
which has time O(n~/p+ (n2/p~/~)~ + i). The analyses result of our D-BSP implementation, 
for m s > p, are summarized below: 

~. BSP cost: g = ~,(p).  ~ = s  0 (W~lp+ (nZ/p~/~)~ + ~) . 

~, D-BSP cost: O -I- ~ ~ , (8 ' )  
i=O 

BSP/D-BSP as cost predictors of costs on specific processor-network models: 
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]~ne~r 
array 
mesh 

3-d 
mesh 

hyper- 
cu~e 

parsmeters predicted cost when ns > 1o 
Cp(p) s BSP D-BSP 

P p n3/p+n2pl/a +p na/p+~2 +p 
~ , ~ / p  + ,~p~/s  ~ ,~s/p + ,~) 

pl/~ p1/2 n~/p Jr" n2/p 1/8 + p1/2 nS/p "b ~2/pl/~ .~. p1/2 
~ , ~ / ~  + ,~ / e~ / s  ~ , ~ / ~  + ,~/e~/~ + ~/~ 

~ ,~/e + ,~ /~  IS ~ ,~s/p + ~p~/s 
lg~, ,,~/~ + ~e M/e + (lee) ~ 

time 
network model 
, , s /p +, ,~ + p  

ns/p + n~ px I" + p112 

ns/p + p1 la 

ns /p  + n2 /p  21s § lg~ 

Since, n s > p some of the formulas can be simplified as shown. As above, when the band- 
width inefficiency is small, one would use the BSP algorithm on the D-BSP. 

5 Y - B S P  

As discussed earlier the BSP model charges as though all processors were sending the same 
amount of data  as the busiest processor. Although the D-BSP accounts for submachine 
locality, the runtime prediction for summing on a tree is poor. This is because within a 
submachine, the D-BSP charges exactly the same for a single message exchange as it does for 
routing a full 1-relation. More realistic estimates of runtime can be achieved by calculating 
the total amount of data  sent by the processors. This gives a true picture of the load on the 
router. If  we do so, we must keep track separately of the maximum number of messages sent 
or received by any one processor. There is usually an overhead cost of preparing a m e s s ~ e  
for transmission; we need a new parameter to take this into account. We denote this cost 
by b and we view it as a function b(s) of the submachine. Although it is often the case that  
this parameter is independent of submachine size, it can be a very large constant which is 
worthwhile keeping track of explicitly in the analysis of algorithms. The Y-BSP model is 
exactly the same as the D-BSP model except that  costs are calculated slightly differently. 

Y - B S P  c o s t  ASSUMPTION. The Y-BSP assumes that the router realizes h-relations within 
submachines. Within a submachine s, the combined time of realizing any h-relation followed 
by a processor synchronization is hb(s) § (k/[sl)~(s) + s where k is the sum total  of 
messages sent by all processors. Thus ~,~(s) is the bandwidth inefficiency and s is the 
latency of submachine s. Notice that  if every processor is sending exactly h messages, as 
is often the case, then h = ]~ and the Y-BSP time charge formula is the same as the BSP 

formula, except that  b(s) + ~,~(s) is the D-BSP's ~,~(s). 
The definitions of metasteps and their charges are analogous to those for the D-BSP with 

the exception of the way in which the Y-BSP charges for 1-metasteps: The t ime charge for 
a l -metastep is z0 § hb(s) + (k/Is[)~(s) + s where k is the total number of messages 
sent or received by all of the processors during the superstep; ~ the maximum number of 
local computat ion basic steps executed by any one processor of s's, and h be the maximum 
number of messages sent or received by any one of s's processors during the metastep. The 
t ime for a Y-BSP computation on the whole machine is analogous to the corresponding 
definition for the D-BSP. 

PARALLEL PREFIX REVISITED. Using the same algorithm as earlier, the u  analysis 
yields the following total t ime for a parallel prefix computation of n > p items: 

O(~lp) + ~ 0(1) § ~ | § -I- E |163 
j= l  j=z j=z j= l  

If, s = a(1) ,  Gp(p) : O(p), and b(p) = O(s this simplifies to | r p (2J)). 
For the parameters of the tree machine this is O(~ + (lg p)2), which is a much better est imate 
than that  provided by the BSP or D-BSP models. 
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